In this paper the infinite server queue model MAPk|Gk|∞ in semi-Markov random environment with k Markov arrival streams, random resources of customers, and catastrophes is considered. After catastrophes occur, all customers in the model are flashed out and the system jumps into recovery station. After the recovery time the model works from the empty state. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, numbers of different types of served in interval [0,t) customers, volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t, and total volume of served resources in [0,t) for the model without catastrophes are found. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, and volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t and their moments for the model with catastrophes are obtained. All results are obtained using Danzig's collective marks method and renewal theory methods. Key words: Markov arrival process, infinite-server queue model, random environment, catastrophe, resource vector
Introduction
The distinguishing characteristic of New Generation Networks (NGN) is the integration of heterogeneous resources, applications, technologies, customers and data into one united information infrastructure which is ubiquitous and accessible anytime and anywhere. This integration process includes all layer of NGN and makes its QoS metrics guaranteeing more challenging [1] . To solve the NGN optimal design and performance providing problems the methods of statistical simulation and modeling are widely used. However the application of these methods and tools even for several elements of NGN (for example a protocol, a server, or a canal) is complicated because of networks statistical processes (traffic and service) nature [2] . As shown by large number of measurements the traffic of modern IP networks can be characterized by the heterogeneousness, the non-stationarity, the burstiness, the short-range and the long-range dependence. These factors make the modeling and performance evaluation of modern networks more challenging [3] . Network traffics in queueing theory are generally described by based on finite Markov Processes traffic models: Markov Arrival Process (MAP), Batch Markov Arrival Process (BMAP), Marked Arrival Process (MMAP) and their generalizations [4] . The MMAP and MAP arrivals properties and their applications are presented in [5, 6] and are not duplicated here. To evaluate the network canals' performance main parameters: capacity, delay and packet loss probability, the infinity server queue models are widely used.
An infinite-server model M|SM|∞ with a Poisson arrival process and with semi-Markovian (SM) service times. The transient and asymptotic results for PGF of queue-length process is obtained by means of CMM [7] . The infinite-server queue BMk|Gk|∞ with k correlated heterogeneous customers in a batch is studied in [8] . In steady state, the joint PGF of queue length of customers is derived by using CMM and conditional expectations. The generalization of the model for the queue BMAPk|Gk|∞ with structured batch arrival of k types of customers is considered in [9] . In steady state, the differential equations for PGF of queue length and its moments are obtained. The first and second order asymptotes of queue length for the models MAP|G|∞, MMPP|G|∞, G|G|∞ based on supplementary variable method are studied in [10] .
To evaluate the impact of network environment on networks performance metrics the infinite-server models in the random enviroment (RE) are applied. The queue size distribution of the model M|G|∞ with semi-Markov (SM) environment under asymptotic condition of high arrival rate and frequent environment transitions is studied in [11] . By the method of supplementary variable and the original method of dynamic screening first and second order asymptotes of queue size distribution are obtained. The queue M|G|∞ in random environment with clearing mechanism is studied in [12] . The environmental clearing process is modeled by an m-state irreducible SMP. The transient and steady-state queue length distributions by using renewal arguments are obtained. The MMAPk|Gk|∞ queue in SM environment and catastrophes is studied in [13] . The PGFs of joint distributions of queue size and number of served customers by using renewal arguments and differential equations are found.
In many applications of queue models such as computer and communication networks, transportation systems customers characterize by the vector of requesting resources which components can be random quantities. Despite the importance of the queueing models and their applications, there are very few works devoted to research of queue resource models, see e.g. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The main methods to study the infinite-server queues are: supplementary variables method [20] , the method which based on properties of exponential distribution and conditional expectations [21] , and Danzig's collective marks method (CMM) method [22, 23] . The last method is also is called "supplementary event or catastrophes" method [22] and has been used successfully for queue models with priorities [23] . CMM have been used in [8] for infinite-server model with Poisson arrival of batches. In [7] the method is mentioned but does not used to obtain some results.
In this paper we consider some generalizations of [12, 13, 15] results for infinite-server MAPk|Gk|∞ queue. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, numbers of different types of served in interval [0,t) customers, volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t, and total volume of served resources in [0,t) for the model without catastrophes are found. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, and volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t and their moments for the model with catastrophes are obtained. All results are obtained using Danzig's collective marks method and renewal theory methods. 
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Conclusion
In this paper we consider the infinite-server MAPk|Gk|∞ queue in random environment with resource vectors of customers, subject to catastrophes. After the catastrophes occur, all customers in the model are flashed out and the system jumps into recovery (repair) station. After the repair the model works from the empty state. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, numbers of different types of served in interval [0,t) customers, volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t, and total volume of served resources in [0,t) for the model without catastrophes are found. The transient and stationary joint distributions of numbers of different types of customers in the model at moment t, and volume of accumulated resources in the model at moment t and their moments for the model with catastrophes are obtained. All results are obtained using Danzig's collective marks method and renewal theory methods.
